Back Together? Justin Bieber
and Selena Gomez Reunite in
Instagram Photo

By Louisa Gonzales
Selena Gomez gazes at Justin Bieber longingly in one of the
singers latest Instagram photo posted on Friday January 3. The
Instagram photo posted a day after the pair pictured riding
segways together on January 2, near Bieber’s home in
Calabasas, California. It was the first time in months the on
and off again couple spotted out together according to
UsMagazine.com.
What are some things to consider before getting back together
with an ex?

Cupid’s Advice:

Couples break up and get back together all the time. There are
many causes for breakups. For example, maybe the relationship
wasn’t healthy or maybe you just weren’t ready for one.
Sometimes partners break up because they drift apart, but what
happens when you find yourselves drifting closer together once
again? Cupid has some advice on the subject:
1.Have you talked and resolved all the issues behind your
break up? Any conflicts or issues you may have had should be
worked out. As partners you need to be on the same page and
know the direction of where you want your relationship to go.
Related: Justin Bieber’s Music Video Crush Talks Selena
Gomez’s Diss, Kissing the Superstar
2. Is the romantic connection still there? If both parties
still have feelings for one another it might be good to give
your relationship another shot. Especially, when you can’t
stop thinking about each other and the love is still there.
Related: Rumor: Are Miley Cyrus and Kellan Lutz Dating?
3. Are your intentions good? If you just want to get back
together with your ex lover because you can’t stand the sight
of seeing them with someone else it probably isn’t a good idea
to reconcile. Make sure you are getting back together for the
right reasons. Remember trust your gut, be honest with
yourself and follow your heart.
Do you have advice on if you should get back together with an
ex or not? Share your tips below.

